
Enlivy S.R.L.

Custom WordPress Solution Dev for
Digital Agency

PROJECT DETAILS

A
API Development, UX/UI Design, IT Strategy
Consulting, Web Development

B Jan 2022 - Feb 2022

C Less than $10,000

D
"We had clear requirements set by our
team; they fulfilled all of them."

PROJECT SUMMARY

S.C. Enlivy S.R.L. developed a customized

WordPress solution for the end customer of a

digital agency. The solution required using

AffiliateWP and WooCommerce to achieve the

expected result.

PROJECT FEEDBACK

S.C. Enlivy S.R.L. successfully

fulfilled all the requirements for

the custom solution, marking

the project's success. The

team delivered items on time,

properly testing their work to

ensure quality outputs.

Moreover, they were

responsive and communicative

and provided excellent advice.
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Enlivy S.R.L.

The Client

Please describe your company and position.

I am the CTO of Pixel Vision LTD

Describe what your company does in a single
sentence.

Digital Agency. We provide digital solutions to our customers.

The Challenge

E Dimitar Durchov
CTO, Pixel Vision LTD

G IT Services

F Bulgaria

CLIENT RATING

5.0
Overall Score

Quality: 5.0

Schedule: 5.0

Cost: 4.5

Would Refer: 5.0
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The Approach

How did you find S.C. Enlivy S.R.L.?

Codeable

How many teammates from S.C. Enlivy S.R.L. were
assigned to this project?

1 Employee

Describe the scope of work in detail. Please include a
summary of key deliverables.

We had a customer that wanted a customized solution for

Wordpress. We hired them to develop this customization for us as

subcontractors. The customization was related to Wordpress/

Woocommerce and AfiiliateWP. It required a deep understanding as

it was tricky to implement.

The customization was related to registration and custom invite

codes that were generated by Affiliate WP. The codes were

associated to a specific affiliate, hence they were awarded a

commission if there was a purchase. The idea was that this had to

be invite only website+affiliate related functionality. We

communicated with Robert and his communication skills were

incredible.

The Outcome

What were the measurable outcomes from the project
that demonstrate progress or success?

We had clear requirements set by our team; they fulfilled all of

them. At the end we had working solution that is working even

today.
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Describe their project management. Did they deliver
items on time? How did they respond to your needs?

All the items were delivered ontime and everything was with very

good quality and properly tested. We found some bugs which they

fixed promptly.

What did you find most impressive or unique about
this company?

The fast response and the quality communication. He (Robert)

clearly understood the tasks and was able to get most out of the

requirements. He even advised us on some topics, which we

implemented.

Are there any areas for improvement or something
S.C. Enlivy S.R.L. could have done differently?

I am not sure that i can provide an answer here because our task

was with clear requirements and the level of satisfaction from us

was good. I think i will be able to assess if there are any areas of

improvement if we work on bigger projects.

office@enlivy.com

+40744561062

enlivy.dev/landing-clutch
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